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Exon prediction via ________
Information Theory: mid-1980s - present

Methods: calculate entropy of exons and introns; compare “information content” 
between coding and non-coding regions
Results: mixed bag.

Signal Processing: early 1990s

Methods: treat DNA sequence as a signal.
Results: long-term correlation found in (very long) sequences; 3-periodicity in 
coding regions.

(More) Information Theory: 1990s - present

Methods: Construct hidden Markov models; test accuracy on data other than the 
training dataset.
Results: mixed bag. 
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Methods: calculate entropy of exons and introns; compare “information content” 
between coding and non-coding regions
Results: mixed bag.

Signal Processing: early 1990s

Methods: treat DNA sequence as a signal.
Results: long-term correlation found in (very long) sequences; 3-periodicity in 
coding regions.

(More) Information Theory: 1990s - present

Methods: Construct hidden Markov models; test accuracy on data other than the 
training dataset.
Results: mixed bag. 

Current tool of choice: Hidden Markov models.
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Maybe . . .
Given real-world constraints, the process of eukaryotic DNA 
transcription cannot be modeled with the sequence alone. In other 
words, de novo exon prediction is impossible.
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"If there has been a first man he must 
have been born without father or 
mother—which is repugnant to nature. 
For there could not have been a first 
egg to give a beginning to birds, or 
there should have been a first bird 
which gave a beginning to eggs; for a 
bird comes from an egg." 

Aristotle
(Philosopher/Biologist)

Maybe . . .

But consider this:

Given real-world constraints, the process of eukaryotic DNA 
transcription cannot be modeled with the sequence alone. In other 
words, de novo exon prediction is impossible.
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“[W]e appear to be faced with a paradox: when living organisms develop, 
the formation of new cell molecules and structures is directed by the base 
sequence of DNA; but DNA cannot function correctly without the prior 
presence of many of these molecules and structures arranged in the correct 
relative positions.

However, living organisms are not as a result locked in a vicious circle 
against evolutionary change. During evolution DNA and other cell 
components pass from generation to generation coupled in a mutual 
interchange of 'information'.”

–J.M. Barry (1986)

But consider this:

Given real-world constraints, the process of eukaryotic DNA 
transcription cannot be modeled with the sequence alone. In other 
words, de novo exon prediction is impossible.

Maybe . . .
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